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The First Frontier Forgotten History
Many Americans, anxious about a 'closed' frontier in an ... America's Forgotten Colony ensures that it will never again be.' Alan McPherson, University of Oklahoma 'Michael E. Neagle has written a ...
America's Forgotten Colony
In the long run, the argument goes, geography has also contributed to Colombia’s turbulent and violent history. This is indeed a tempting ... upon by the Foreign Office to answer... Chapter Five ...
Colombia’s Forgotten Frontier: A Literary Geography of the Putumayo
Firearms played a vital role in America’s settlement and expansion, and American women were no strangers to their use—and even their manufacture and repair. Both the necessity to hunt and the need for ...
Silk & Steel: Firearm-Wielding Women on the Frontier
Xin Ping Unlike other failed operations, the US war in Afghanistan is and will not be forgotten. It is being rewritten altogether so that it can be remembered as an epic with a “heroic” retreat. In ...
The US heroic story in Afghanistan is merely a fiction
In the late nineteenth century, there was only one Earthly frontier left to discover ... hides within a shifting polar sea. One of history’s most driven Pole-seekers, Robert Peary, shocked ...
Josephine Peary, First Lady Of The Arctic
Most, if not all, Tasmanians know the name Truganini, even if they don’t know much about the Aboriginal woman who lived through the 19th century British invasion of her island home.
New book resurrects a warrior and patriot
These empires had clashed at this distant frontier for decades but were ... river’s long unravelling”, he unearths its long forgotten history, such as the fate of Cossack deserters, who ...
The Amur River by Colin Thubron review — an epic journey along a frozen, fraught frontier
On September 11 2001, the deadliest attack in US history killed 2,996 people and injured more than 6,000 when hijacked passenger flights crashed into the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon. High ...
Josep Borrell: EU stand determined to fight terrorism in all its forms
It’s been assembled, however, working from a fairly traditional definition of the Western: films set along the America frontier of the 19th and the first years of the 20th century. That means no ...
The 50 Greatest Western Movies Ever Made
The workers who built Cincinnati were often unrecognized for their contributions, and many of their jobs are long forgotten.
They built this city: Historic labor jobs in Cincinnati
Wild Bill Hickock, Calamity Jane and Seth Bullock are among the notorious names associated with Deadwood’s history. In his latest book, local historian Dr. David Wolff sheds light ...
Book signing to highlight forgotten Deadwood developer
The steamboat Arabia had left St. Louis, headed up the Missouri River, fully loaded with supplies for America’s frontier ... and the wreck was forgotten. More than 100 years later, two boys ...
Arabia Museum offers peek into everyday history
The coastline Devon is celebrated for its beauty and welcoming shores but beyond its frontier lies a treacherous sea and beneath the surface a hidden history of shipwrecks. If you were to pull a ...
Eleven Devon shipwrecks hidden in the depths of the sea
Everyone knows the name of the first man on the Moon and the ... But what about the last man on the Moon? History seems to have forgotten him. In December 1972, Eugene Cernan and his crewmate ...
Reach for the stars: how to profit from a new era of space exploration
The results reported by Arianto and colleagues are sobering. In their study, they followed 646 children from the general population during the first 6 years of life and performed whole-body ...
The Final Frontier: Preschool Asthma Severity—The Silent Years No More
That meant steady work for Abraham Bellamy, Jacksonville’s first established lawyer ... and we are continually puzzling out Jacksonville’s history, piece by piece, from a variety of sources.
Guest column: Puzzling out Jacksonville’s history piece by piece
According to New Frontier Data, the U.S. weed market is on ... meant rebuilding its business from the ground up. Through the first half of 2021, Sundial has generated only $19.5 million in gross ...
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